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Despite my best initiatives to deal with everything I produced plenty of mistakes, the largest
of which, was feeling sorry for myself. Right now what? Perspective is normally everything and
altering mine was just what the doctor ordered. Sign up for me while I walk you through my
extremely private trip with JoAnn, my mom and best friend. I understand - I’ve been
there.Diagnosis: Alzheimer’s disease. My mom was diagnosed with Alzheimer’s; it wasn’t
about me. I decided to approach the situation from an extremely different perspective, and
because of that newfound positivity, I was better equipped to handle everything. Their easiest
course of action is certainly to scour the Internet in search of info, when all they want would
be to hear from somebody who’s actually experienced it. My wish is that by proclaiming to
offer you the reality about my experiences, as well as suggestions on how exactly to exercise
humor and grace, it may help you to better cope with your loved one’s behavioral changes.
Each and every day millions of folks are facing this exact situation and also have no idea how
to proceed.
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Care, Compassion, Like, and Humor While I traveled the street of Alzheimer’s as a caregiver to
my parents, I read every reserve I possibly could find about personal experiences with the
condition.I have found few books written with the care, compassion yet humor of Where’s My
Purse? Excellent and Insightful Reserve! I sensed Tara’s panic as she scrambled to find
progressively secure residential treatment, and also her devastating guilt following the
necessity of moving her mother into new situations, which further put into her confusion.I
highly recommend this book for anyone seeking support simply because a caregiver to a
loved one with Alzheimer’s or dementia. Really enjoyed this book. A must go through for
everybody!For those fortunate enough never to have AD or severe dementia afflict someone
within their family, it is smart way for them to find out more about the condition and better
appreciate the challenges for all involved. I finished the reserve on Sunday morning hours and
I came across it to be truly great. The intent for them would be to provide them a feeling of
“we are not alone. We received Where’s My Purse on a Friday afternoon, about 2 hours before
organization arrived for a weekend visit. For the countless who are extremely educated but
who just do not quite understand the difference between AD and the “normal” aging process,
this publication provides clarification without it as an academic accounting.For all those whose
families who AD or other forms of devastating Dementia, that is for them as well. Really don’t
understand where to begin, but suffice to say that even though not everyone includes a
relative with Advertisement or some other form of dementia, I believe this is a must-read for
all.” (and a little comic relief). Sorensen conveys the horrible actuality as this disease
progresses. macular degeneration…. I can only say that I possibly could totally relate with so
much of everything you wrote.Finding a place for Father when my mother could not longer
look after him mirrored some of the challenges you faced.My mom was stubborn (good for
her) and wouldn't normally relent to be put in an Assisted Living Service therefore i took on
the role of major care giver (We am an only child). She was blessed plenty of to still be able to
reside in her own home until loss of life, she still needed much care and I learned patience
and the value of humor. When you chat of your Mom’s humility when she would have an
‘incident” I COULD TOTALLY RELATE! So many times she would have this same “incident’ in a
grocery store and I could actually feel her humiliation. Full of insights, uplifting. along with her
personal insights discovered along the way of her loving walk with her mother,JoAnn. The
latter was a particular challenge with the health care providers during many of her hospital
stays.Many thanks for pouring your heart in to the JoAnn Project. Great information and insight
in to the journey one undergoes with a member of family diagnosed with alzheimer's. I
personally know the author and it was a significant joy to read her story knowing her as I do.
Because everyone's story is different , she also adds several other people's stories at the end
of the reserve. It doesn't add a lot of details about alzheimer's, and it's really diagnosis, but
offers you great insight in what to consider and where you can seek help when a new living
situation is needed. Well done! What I took away was that, despite the fact that this is an awful
disease, you can still have many exciting times and memories if you approach factors with the
proper attitude. She's experienced it. A reserve to share.While reading Sorensen’s reserve I
was struck by the similarities of our two experiences, such as for example observing our loved
one's occasions of vast confusion followed by short spurts of complete clearness, and also
the ability of the sufferer to hold on to the good attitude at their core before end of life.
Sorensen conveys the terrible reality as this disease progresses I laughed and We cried. It
produced me grateful that my mother acquired all her faculties before end of her lifestyle..A.
Ms Sorenson recounts her experiences with looking after her mother in an exceedingly

insightful and compassionate method. an understanding of the symptoms of the seven levels
of the condition; As she continued to decline I found myself in auto-mode in trying to
anticipate and thwart all possibilities of humiliation and was a STRONG advocate for the
preservation of her dignity. It's funny and interesting and her dry sense of humor and writing
ability keep you turning the web pages. I recommend it to anyone seeking a better knowledge
of what awaits them as they attempt the difficult caretaking journey of their loved one. This
book was a warm,personal and insightful look into the journey of Alzheimer's from the
viewpoint of a loving daughter . It is a heart wrenching journey written by a loving girl. I was
confronted with dealing with my mother's declining health and ultimate death but T. Her
experience will ready you for your own trip.For myself, whose Dad was identified as having AD
but within a year suffered a severe stroke (thus masquerading some of the more severe
symptoms of AD) AND whose mother did not have AD nor any kind of dementia but also for
whom I took a significant role in care-taking after 13 years of kidney dialysis & As a wife who is
on this journey right now with my spouse, I can say it is the best & most accurate reserve of
the numerous that I have collected about them. Helpful and insightful “Where’s my purse?” is
the perfect gift for someone about to attempt their Alzheimer’s odyssey. It isn't a book of cold
facts. This is a soft and loving example as to what you can expect, presented by one who has
truly gone before.A. Essential read. Insightful, comforting, humorous, tearful. I laughed & cried!
The tales of the author's existence with her mom reminded me of my childhood. I needed to
read even more. I cannot relate with this experience precisely, as I have not known anyone
close (as of yet, except my close friends mom) who provides Alzheimer's, but this publication
gave me an excellent insight into the life of those around it. It should give much ease and
comfort to whoever has had the misfortune of coping with a loved one with Alzheimer's. I
experienced like a protecting Mama Bear in my own efforts to safeguard her from stares and
appears of disgust.. In informing her mother's story, T. You will chuckle, laugh aloud, gasp and
shed tears as you go through Tara’s tender journey with her mom. In case you are possibly
facing Alzheimers with a loved one you must read this. Sorensen provides reader a true
knowledge of the difficult procedure in finding the right care for a loved one, the many
emotions one experiences; Many important lessons and guidelines. I also loved the stories by
other individuals in Part 2, the recollection. I sensed uplifted after reading.
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